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Introduction 

ReHearch and development effortH ar~ Hhowing that there are 
advantages of using new interactive t.echnologieH in the language 
learning procesH. Effective usedepends on the availability of powerful 
hardware and software. The choice oft.hese two elements must. of cour::;e 
rest on the fUnctionality dictated hy an adequate theory base for how 
people learn languages. The purpoHe oft.his article is to discuss what 
typeH of hardware are nece1:1Hary to meet the requirement1:1 of such a 
theory base. 

One oft.he more important. qucHtions that. needs Lo be addre::11:1cd iH 
the determination of tho::;e technologies that show the great.est promi1:1e 
for the future. To ,approach this i::;sue one must know what emerging 
hardware plat.forn1s arc prominent. today and will continue t.o be 
prominent in the future. Addressing plat.form1:1 that will he useful in the 
yearn to come has a lot to do with forecasting. As was once said, 
"Foreca1:1ting i1:1 really a tough job, especially when it. involveH t.he 
future." 

Paradigm Shifts 

One conclusion drawn from our experience at I.he Air Force 
Academy i1:1 that t.o conHider what. new technology can do for the 
language learning process, one must ::;eriow;ly consider the need for a 
paradigm 1:1hif't.. Stated another way, efforts with. new t.echnologieH 
Hhould not t>i mply aut.omat.e the past. Although there iH a normal 
tendency to do with new technology what. was done wit.h the old, effort 
mut>t he expended on diHcovering what. can be done with the new that. 
was not possible in the past .. 

The concept of paradigms hm; been applied in many diveri;e fields. 
'fhomas Kuhn (1970) ouLlined t.he notion in hiH The Structure of' 
Scientif'ic Revolutions and talked about how, contrary to popular belief, 
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1::1cience has not made slow and ::;teady progreHH. Scienti::;ts have followed 
a time line of discovery that. has consi::;t.ed of plateaus and ::;purt::;. 
During the time that no revolutionary changes in thinking are made, 
commonly held theories dictate the types of conclm;ions that scientists 
can draw from observations they make in the world around them. Any 
apparently conflicting conclu::;iomi are interpreted in terms of t'ommorily 
held beliefa until ~mmeone comes along who can break away from 
conventional wisdom and derive new conclusions. 

A commonly cited illustration oft he concept ol' paradigm ::;hil't has 
to do with the Copernican not.ion of an Earth that revolves about the 
1::1un. Most people of that time believed that the Earth was the center of 
the Universe. All they had to do was look at how the sun rose in the 
morning and set at night. To think otherwise wa1::1 here:,;y! 

Somewhat like Copernicu::;, there are a fow popular com;ultants 
and speakers today who go out into the business world and say, "We 
really have to change the way we look at the world around us." Doing 
this, they Hay, iH crucial because we alway:,; look at our new way of doing 
things in terms of the old. But, to make revolutionary rather than 
evolutionary progress requires that one take a step back and look at. 
things differently, with a new perspective. 

New Paradigms for Language Learning 

The parallel to be drawn hi that the best hardware platform for 
language learning most likely 8hould not be specified in terms of the old 
way of teaching language::;. It is nece:,;sary to think about the crucial 
questions: Should new technology be used to do things the same old 
way'? Should the problem::; be examined in a different light and a tack 
taken that is different than the way things have been done to date? 

Unfortunately, change is difficult for most people. For example, 
the great inventor and scientist Nikola Tesla came t.o this country 
specifically with the idea of going t.o work for Thomas Edison. Some of 
Tesla's initial findings while working in Europe had to do with the 
advantages of converting to the alternating current (ACJ model for 
transmitting electricity. Edison was totally opposed to this particular 
technology and said it would never go anywhere. Of course, Edi::;on was 
installing direct current (DC) generators to serve the homes of the 
Vanderbilt1:1, the Aston;, and the other "robber barons" of the day. 
Because the generators had to be close to the point where the electricity 
was to he used, he wa::; installing direct current generaton; sometimes in 
the basements of the mansions, underscoring just how totally unwieldy 
his technology was. Tesla was convinced that this was not. the way to 
distribute electrical power and, in fact, totally revamped the way that. 
electrical transmission is carried out. (Cheney, 1981). 
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The language teaching profession needs to be just as radical in 
examining how languages are taught and must establish which of the 
current methodolog-ics tliat have been developed over the la8t several 
hundred years need lo he changed. There are probably things that. will 
remain the same, hut there are probably other::; that will be different. 
The particular technology and the particular hardware available as 
tool::! fol' the teaching process probably corn;titute the greatest impel us 
for change. Of course, it is not necessary that there will he change. 
Change does not come about hecam;e new technology is available; rather 
change takes place because new technology makes possible new ways to 
do things that make sense with the emerging theory ha::;e. 

This technology will invariably change the way we do business. 
The older technologies of writing and movable type were at one t.ime 
revolutionary .. After their invent.ion, people did not do things the same 
way as they had before. Therefore, in implementing technology, it is 
e::;::;ential to he attuned to the idea of paradigm shifts. One must accept 
the requirement t.o assume a totally different. mind-set: regarding the 
language teaching problem. 

Hardware for Implementation 

The first. step in considering technology or hardware for language 
teaching is to consider an old computer industry axiom, a diet.um for 
implementing hardware in other areas. As the saying goes, one should 
go out and find the software that one needs and then buy the computer 

·that will run il. Although that might be very appropriate for areas 
where software exists, language learning does not really have a corpus 
of existing material from which teachers can select that which is most 
appropriate for their objectives: . 

. This is an exaggeration to establish a point. Nevert.heless, it is 
possible to consider what sort of functionality language learning 
hardware should have. Due to the 8orts of things involved in the 
language learning process, this notion of' functionality for hardware 
delivery platforms decides in i:idvance the charact.erist.ics I.hat must be 
implemented. Alt.hough the federal government spends tremendous 
amounts of money, there are budgets that. must. be respected. It does not 
make sense to purchmie systems with capabilities that are not essential 
nor Lo.omit putting in capabilities that are. 

' Three guiding principles will help make hardware 
i mplement:ation decisions: 

•Soft.ware 
• Functionality 
• Price 

Each of these areas is discussed below: 
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Sof~ware 

Although perhap::; a hit simpliHtic, the firHt thing a technology
based learning environment can accompli::;h is the pre::;entat.ion of 
information to the ::;tudent .. This also mean::; that st.udent::i can be placed 
into an environment. where they can receive comprehen::;ihle input, 
::;omething one particularly prominent theory ::;ay::; i::; vital for the 
language learning proce::;::i. On the other hand, it i::; po::;::;ihle t.o a::;k 
questions of the learner. The level ol' interaction required hy t he::ie 
questioni:; is dependent. of cour::;e on the capahilitie::; of the ::;oft.ware. 
Given ::;ufficiently powerful hardware and adequate programming, it i::; 
al::;o possible to have some form of intelligent interaction with the 
learner. 

This description of software is as Htraightforward as pos::;ihle and 
condenses a lot of concept::i into two high-level notions. The 
instructional dei:;igner can cau::ie the sy::;tem to: 

• Present information to the learner 
• Ask questionH of the learner 

The::ie two categoric::; evoke I.he same idea of "expot-1it.ory" and 
"inquisitory" in Merrill'::; not.at.ion of "trani-mdion ::;hell::;" (Li & Merrill, 
1989). The deci::iion to ::;elect either or both of' theHe two global type::; or 
alternatives will dictate the type of hardware that will be needed to 
effect a particular type of interaction with the learner. Ju::;t. to pre::;ent. 
simple materials iH fairly ::;traightforward. Aller information ha::; heen 
presented to the learner, it i::; then important for the ::;t.udent t.o he ahle to 
rei:;pond and for the syi:;tem to take action on that respon::;e. Thi::i 
interaction implieH two additional ::ioft.ware capahilitiet-1 that the 
hardware mu::;t he able to ::;upport: 

• Student Input 
• Asset-1sment and Pre::;entation Control 

Simply ::>tated, the i-;tudent ::>hould be able to reHpond, t.o input. 
something into the ::;y::;t.em, and the ::;yst.em ::ihould be able to act on that 
information. ff the Hystem i::i to do more than re::;pond to student input of 
::;imple predictable an::;wer::; (f'ill-in-the-hlank, multiple choice, or true
false que::>tions) it::> software mu::it have some level of knowledge about 
the language system heing conveyed t.o the learner. Providing, t.hiH 
capability requires artificial intelligence techniques that are only 
possible using more powerful hardware and running more ::;ophh;t.icated 
software than is nece::;::;ary for ::>imple prel':lentation of material::>. 

Thi::; does not mean that full natural language proce::;sing i::i 
required. The i;t.ate oft he art. iH not there yet., eHpecially for afford ah le 
delivery Hystems for language learning-. There are, however, "::;mart" 
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things I.he computer can do and Lhe1:.;e should be explored (Schank, 
1990). 

AH part of the assessment function, the Hystem should be able to 
perform a couple of functionH. Firnt., hased on t.he learner's input, the 
system should be able to asse1:1s at what level the student is, in the 
learning proce1:1s. ·Second, 'baHed on the rcHponse of' the student, the 
software should be able to direct activity to some other portion of' the 
presentation. Mm;t. commonly held definitions of interaction will 
contain these elements. 

Functionality 

Presenting information to the learner requires con1:1ideration of 
the type of data that. constitutes the information. Based on how 
languages are learned in general, it is possible to subdivide the process 
into dealing with the presentation of three types of data: 

• Sound 
9 Images 
•Text 

Language it.Hell', together with the way language iH learned and 
m;ed, are both related to these three elements that are each very much a 
ret1ection of the world in which language exists. Because theHe elements 
make up a substantial portion of the way people communicate, any 
system that iH t.o teach all aspect.Hof communication must., by defin it.ion, 
be able to handle these three t.ypeH of data. Stated in other term::;, the 
functionality that must be in instructional delivery hardware ::;hould 
reflect t.he world in which the subject matter reHide::;. 

Because sound iH the essence of language, any language learning 
system mu1:1t have the ability to deliver Hound. Anything lesH is a poor 
reflection of reality. 

ImageH are important., hecause 1:1poken language is often a 
comprehensible proccHs only when participants can see each other, 
examining each other'1:1 foceH t.o Hee if' appropriate meHHages are being 
coinmunicated. When lhere iH difficulty, phrases can be restated or 
clarification can be requeHted. 

Text, as a reflection of the spoken word, has become very 
import.ant in communication. Text waH also I.he firnt. type of data that 
early computers could deliver and remains important. in the era of 
multimedia computerl:l. 

Falling Prices 

With thiH fairly Himplc yet. comprehe118ive li::;t. of required 
hardware functionality, it iH neceHsary lo comiider the nieanH that will 
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make the h~rdware widely available. Interactive videodisc has captured 
scattered interest. throughout. the industrial and military training 
markets; however, it has not had the success that many predicted at the 
outset. Stephen Jobs, the founder of Apple Computer, said to a group of 
educators two or three years ago that videodisc would never he 
successful because it lacked the resolution really needed to solve 
interesting problems. Jobs' assertion may or may not be true, but other 
factors have hindered videodisc's succesH. Specifically, hardware and 
materials development costs have been prohibitive. 

There are two current developmentH, however, that will have a 
tremendous impact on the price and the type of hardware that will he 
available for instructional delivery systems: 

• Advent of digital media technologies 
• Impact of the mass market 

The world is experiencing tremendous development in the area of 
miniaturization and increased power of digit.al, silicon-based 
technologies (Gilder, 1989). Al:l an illu1:Jtration of I.he changes thel:le 
technologies are bringing, consider a discussion that took place between 
a group of interactive videodii;c people and Bill Gal.mi, the young 
chairman of Microsoft. At the first Microi;oft Compact Disc-Read Only 
Memory (CD-ROM) Conference in 1986, this group of' people, several of 
whom had been in videodisc dating back to the mid-70s kept telling 
Gates, "With digital compact. disc you don't have I.he bandwidth that is 
possible with analog videodisc." Essentially, this statement means that 
compact disc (CD) does not. have the ability to put. as much informal.ion 
(visual data) on the screen as does videodisc. To paraphrase his 
response, Gates said not to worry about it. Everything that can be done 
with videodisc will ultimately be do-able in some digital format; 
moreover, once the video is in digital format, many exciting things will 
become possible within t.he computer. Gates, the "Crown Prince of 
computing technology," and the videodisc people were on different 
wavelengths. Gates was also saying that computers would be 
sufficiently powerful and memory readily available for the mass market 
to supply affordable delivery platforms on a wide scale. 

To illustrate how this will happen, consider that the mass 
marketplace has embraced CD-Audio in a way that Sony and Philips 
never anticipated: people are buying CDs at such an incredible rate that 
local department and record st.ores bave more CDs than they do 33-1/3 
albums. These same manufacturers of CD-Audio are creating Compact 
Disc Interactive (CD-U, a new CD-based delivery system significantly 
smaller than videodisc. Because CD-I will benefit from the market 
penetration and manufacturing economies of l'!cale of CD-Audio, I.his 
technology promises ultimately to be every bit as powerful and 
significantly less expensive than interactive videodisc. Sony has shown 
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pr<ilotype CD~I unit1:1 that can be carried arouii(ho provide' high :quality 
audioviHual presentations in the palm c)f the hand. 

By benefitting from thiH rilasi:; market HucceHs, cirniputern can be 
impleniented that are· no longer specialized systermi. It is no lo11ger 
necei:IHary to specily and acqufre Military Speeification (MW-SPEC) 
devices to deliver langliagetraini11g, as was pel'l1aps the case a few years 
agil. Mass market electronics in large part ha::-1 been rnade possible 
through· the miniaturization requireri:1ei1t8 of»the space program and 
defeni:;e acquisitions, and it is now getting to the point ·where the 
Department, of Defense can turn around _and benefit from mass 
Ulafke,t.pla'c;e' te~:hnology no~ eV~ll ~XJSti~g. fj ~e <!~ t.~I) years ago. , _ . " 
. , The incredible reduc'tion~ in. pi;ice are having_ an. astounciing 

impact in the mass market. A::-1 an example, the computing power in 
household appliances surpasses 'that <>I' mtii11fn1nie computer::; from just a 
few years ago. At least. for the next ten; year::!, mfo mu::-;t assume that the 
electronics industry will contin.ue it.1:1 µdvance.s and continue to provide 
increasingly powerful ' hardw~re at decreasi,ng ' cost ,and ' in 
exti:ao~dinarily 'smaller pack~ges. 'Thµs, the rpa::-;s .i;narketplace is' no\'{ 
ha;ing a significant impacton the Way lang~aie lear'ning systernH ,can 
deliyer the text, images; and ~ou.nd ~ece,i:;1:1ary 'to 's~pport the learning 

' . .. . . . . '. . ' . . . .-. 

Ho~· MuchTechnpiogy is'E~ough? 
• ' • • • ~ • < ' 

The concept of ,increased.- po~er for (.lecrnased cost raises an 
int~re8ting question: How much ~echnoltigy i~ e~1ough? In language 
learning terms. the question become.$: How much t~chi10logy is sufficient 
to meet the problems encounter,ed in the language learning prqcess? 
The increased power ofthe.r,esulting hardw<ire und software sy::;tems can 
be :a,pp,lied _in providing improv~d and add(tional capabilities in .three 
' . . . . . . : ,. ~ ' . ' . . - - . . ' 

main areas: 

e Fidelity 
· •Feedback 

• Open Architecture 

Alt.hough the lc;w resolution' of vi'd~odi'::;c ment:ioned ,{hove might 
b1:1 a problem for ~orpe appli~at1on~; ther~ i$ ~1 iev~l ·of tidelity th.at is 
p(~:::;Hible. wit,h yideodisc that.. is riot p<)s.~ible with c)thei· type:::;,oL~omp~ter 
presentation1:1. People ,are accustqme~ to s_eeing high qu,ality jm~ges, 
yideo with ,high production value.' They h,ave a lqt of money t.o Hpend on 
what I.hey Hee in the movie theater and what they See on tlte. t.eleviHi.on 
sc~een, a relafrveiy high fidelity. tecl)nol~iY. ·Tpey ,a~~- uH~(l · ~o. high 
quality and will demand it. .. . . . . . . 

· Dµring the initial work on int.en1ctive medi,{ ,i.1; the. Air Fon!e 
Academy in ,lhe early. $0::;, c;;mputer system's W(!re o,nly capable of 

." ' ' ' • ' ' ' ' ~ • '> : ' • ; ' I . • ' • 
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representing the world aH squared-off presentations and stick figures. 
Many researchers were convinced that this resolution was not going to 
be suitable for instruction. So, to answer the question of how much 
technology is enough, a system should be able to provide the same level 
of representational fidelity that people are generally used to in other 
aspects of their lives. 

The delivery 1:1ystem must be powerful enough to give good 
feedback; in other words to present information to the learners, and then 
to have them be able to see an alternative present.at.ion based on their 
input or something eh1e based upon their decision or a decision made by 
diagnostic soft.ware. Platforms available for two or t.hree years are 
sufficiently powerful for presenting information. Only now are 
platforms hoth affordable and suflicient.ly powerful to adm1uately raise 
the level of feedback that can be provided. 

Open architecture is a hot topic in t.he microcomputer industry. 
This has application in technology-assisted language learning. To be 
useful, a computer muHt. not only have adequate power t.o execute 
powerfol programs quickly but must. also be able to display several 
forms of data: text, graphics; audio, and video. To reduce irn;t ructional 
materials development coHts, the formats of these dat.a should be 
transportable acro1:1s the platforms that are available in the 
:rp.arketplace. Trunsport.ability relates to standards, a very critical issue 
if technology is t.o realize its potential in learning. 

To illustrate, when one goes into the grocery st.ore and walks 
down the cereal aisle to make a purchase, it. is not necessary lo worry 
whether any particular cereal is going to be compatible with t.he milk at. 
the other end of the grocery st.ore, nor what type of place setting is 
available at home. The delivery system for the cereal is t.he howl and 
spoon that will be used. The bowl can be porcelain or Corelle 
Livingware, and t.he spoon can be stainles1:1 Hteel or silver. All will get 
the job done. 

Such simplicity is for from the rule with technology. Machines 
will soon transcend the issue of binary compatibility. It will no longer he 
necessary to take a program that runs on an MS-DOS machine and have 
that exact same program run on a Macintosh or in a UNIX environment. 
Each of these environments haH its strengths. The Department of 
Defense is currently heavily into MS-DOS and will be more and more 
into UNIX through the POSIX operating system. Considering the power 
that is becoming available in each of these environments, it will be a 
simple matter t.o require that the data (i.e., the graphics, audio, video, 
and text discussed above) used in a presentation on one machine he 
easily transportable to the other hardware environments. A slight 
conversion procesl:! might be nece:·umry, but with proper soft.ware thi1:1 
will be an easy step for most of these computers. 
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How much technology is enough? It is absolutely e::;8erltial that 
deli very platforms be powerfu I enough to make use of the ::;tandard data 
structures for each of the various essential data type::;. A::; an example, 
one can take a Micro::mft Word document on an MS-DOS machine, save it 
in Microsoft's Rich Text Format (RTF), and then save the docurrient onto 
a NeXT computer u::;ing Sun Microsystem::;' de facto standard Net.wt>rk 
File System (NFS). Accessing the document using NeXT'::; word 
processing software makes the computer think it is reading an Apple 
Macintosh file. About 98 to 99 percent of the formatting information i::; 
present after the conversion. Being able to do this with text documents 
is exactly what that. open architecture ::;hould bring to the multimedia 
data structures and file formats that arc useful for machine-based 
language learning materialH. 

Quantity of Computers 

How many computers ::;hould be implemented in the learnir1g 
process? Several yearn ago Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber in hi::; book; 
The World Challenge (Le D1i/t Moridial), talked about silicon· as I.he 
primary component of dirt. Because silicon makes up the major 
component of microcomputer::;, there is no reason why they should not be 
dirt cheap! Observing what. is going on in the world, such an oh::;ervation 
is very indicative of the price/performance ratio that exists· in the 
marketplace today. Jerry Pournelle, a science fiction writ.er and 
columnist for InfoWorld and Byte magazine, has formulated what. he 
call:::; Pournelle's Law. He says that as the price of computer:::; drop:::;, 
essentially approaching zero, the ratio of computers to people w.ill he at 
least. one to one. This mean::; that every person will have immediate 
access to at least one computer. 

This availability ha:::; interesting implications for the phinning 
and budgeting processes. In ::;uch an environment, what is the proper 
ratio of computers per person? Will one computer for three peiiple or one 
for every person be the right number? At the Air Force Academy; as 
well a::; at the other service academies, and at many other universities, 
management has made the determination that students will have I.heir 
own computers. In the early 1980s, I was on some of ·the initiill 
committeeH at the Air Force Academy that looked at thi::; issue, and i 
remember how we analyzed various opt.ions. Our chart.er wa::; t.o look at: 
how many computers would he appropriate in the rnid-1980s. One per 
student seemed to he the an::;wer, hut this ratio seemed a bit. ludicrou::; to 
many at the time. 

But, there are a lot of reasons to implement technology at this 
ratio on a larger scale throughout. the educational system. Comput.ers 
are going to be cheap enough. The iriteresting thing::; that can he don'e 
with them are such that u::;er::; wi II want. to turn to the computer to 
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accomplish myriad information-related tasks. Computers will become 
essential tooh1, not unlike the allegory evoked some year:..1 ago about the 
idea of a time-:..1haring pencil-When pencil:..1 were invented, ::-;chools 
could not afford them in great quantities. Those that were purchased 
had to be passed around. 

Configurations 

Within t.he Department of the Army, many organization::-; are 
working with what are called the Electronic Information Delivery 
System, "EIDS-class" machines. Seven or eight year:..1 ago, the Army 
carried out a needs analysis and specified the type of technology that 
would be useful to deliver information electronically. Putting video and 
digital data capability together on videodisc, the Electronic Information 
Delivery System (EIDS) c~ime into being. 

There are problems that arise with implementing technology 
based on specification:..; that have to go through a procesH controlled by 
the foderal acquisition regulationl:l. Following the completion of a needs 
analysis, specifications are created and published to obtain contractors' 
bidl:l. Following a contract award, those not receiving the contract 
protest. When the complaints are finally settled and the contract is 
awarded, the supplier builds and delivers machines that have become 
outdated during the process. 

The other 1::1ervices, nevertheless, have implemented machines 
that fall into the same category of capability. However, there are much 
more powerful configurations possible today that can deliver some 
interesting interactive videodisc instruction with this cla1::1s of machines. 
Furthermore, much can he done with the1::1e computers t.o keep them 
usefo.1 well into the future. 

There are que1::1t.ions that need to he raised and issues I.hat need to 
be addressed immediately: 

• How should an organization upgrade existing 
technology'! 

• How i::; it po1::1::-;ible to maintain a certain level of 
compatibility during technology advances? 

• How can existing videodisc installations benefit from 
the compact disc systems that are coming from the mass 
market.place? 

Looking beyond the EIDS-clatis machine, the Language Learning 
Center (LLC) at the Air Force Academy is moving very quickly toward 
acquiring t.he capability to do multita::-;king. Multitasking means that 
the computer can :..1eemingly do several things at once. For example, a 
typical desktop machine today used for typing a document is probably 
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idle about 95 percent of the time in terms of overall processing 
capability. Consequently, an operator could probably feed data to the 
computer at a rate a thou::mnd or perhaps even a million times faster 
than can he typed. Only a small percentage of the computer'::; capability 
is being used during such operation::;. . 

How can this exce::;s capacity ii.e put t.o w,;e? In learning centers it 
is desirable to diagnose students' ::;tat.us, to find out where they are and 
where they should go next, all ha::;ed on their individual differences such 
as interests and learning styles. It is also desirable to implement the 
most intelligent. ways possible to reHpond to the student input: as 
discus::;ed earlier. This implies I.he u::;e of fairly sophisticated technology 
in the learning center. 

There are other types of activit.ieH, however; that are possible for 
students to accomplish on their own as computer-a::;sisted study. The 
consumer electronics market. i::; developing Compact Disc Interactive 
(CD-I), a technology that will ma_kc .this possible. First announced in 
1986, CD~I companies are saying that. it is finally to be available during 
1991. Industrial CD-I players have been available for a couple of ye<J.n• 
and have been implemented in such applications as information kiosks. 

At the· Japan Electronic::; Show in Tokyo, Sony recently 
demonstrated a CD-I prototype that is hardly larger than the CD that is 
inserted in the player. The unithas a flip-up screen, 4-inch color liquid 
crystal display, and controls f<ir· interaction. It fits in t.he palm of the 
hand, obviously allowing I.he user to take it anywhere. Although this 
type of machine will not _have the power to handle sophisticated answer 
processing I.hat. is possible on machines in learning centers, it will 
present high quality video with interai.:tion as well as give the student 
access to tremendouH amounts of dala. 

The quantity of data a CD can hold is enormous. For ex.ample, a 
standard compact diHc will hold the equivale~t of 650 megabytes, an 
amount that would require over 1,500 f1oppy disks. In terms of paper, 
'thiH comes to about 270,000 typed pages of information. If audio is 
placed on the CD, it i::; possible to have random access to 16 hours of high 
quality audio and only use a small portion of the total potential 
bandwidth of the CD. On a disc that contains the maximum quantity of 
audio, it. is pos::;ible to place.several hundred megabytes of dat.a. 

Thi::; audio can be combined with good quality graphic:::;, and very 
soon, full screen, fuil motion video (at better than VHS· qua) it.y). 
Manufacturers anticipate that these devices will follow the same 
remarkable price drops that CD-Audio has experienced during its life 
cycle. Consumer players are expected to start around $1000, dropping to 
a few hundred dollars within just a few years. 

No doubt the sort of capability seen with the robots of the movie 
Star Warn will some day .be possible. It wi.11 eventually he possible to 
have tutor::; such a::; C-3PO that will have the ability t.o conver::;e. Thus, 
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long-range plan::; should evolve and eventually include prov.i::;ionH for 
student::; to have individual tut.ors that. carry on a focused conven;ation. 
Although technology will not be at that point in the foreseeable future, 
there are significant. changes coming that demand an intelligent. 
migration path. 

Migration Path 

All along thi::-1 growth path there will be a lot. of exciting language 
learning activitieH that various technologies will make poH::-1ible. This 
paper began with u di::,;cu::,;::;ion of forecasting. One aspect of' foreca::,;ling 
iH that there i::-1 alway::; the tendency to overestimate the long term. Work 
at. the Air Force Academy eight. yearti ago wa::i hopeful, but. the thing::,; we 
anticipated then were nothing compared t.o what we see happening in 
the next two year::,;. The changes that are now anticipated require ::;olid 
planning function::,; to en::,;ure that implementation is aH ::;rnooth aH 
po::;sible and that. t.echnologie:;; are implemented at the proper point in 
their lifo cycle and at. the right.juncture on the migration path. 

There is no question that videodisc iH today'::; multimedia 
technology. It ii:; a powerful technology with exciting po::,;::;ibilitie::; that 
has been implemented on a large scale in the language learning centers 
of each of the Service Academies. These cent.em are probably the three 
largest centers of their kind in use anywhere. Hundred::; of' ::;tudent.::; a 
day are using interactive videodiHC t.o facilitate the language learning 
process. And they are enjoying it! This iti not a technology that ::;hould 
be implemented ::;1nnetime in the future. It is here today. It. iH true that 
there are problem::; with producing material::;, but there are variou::; 
hardware and ::;oftware development.::; on the horizon that are going tu 
help that proce::-18. 

As a significant. part of any migration path, developer::; and users 
of interactive videodisc need to be thinking about what it will mean to 
implement digital ::;y:;t.em::; and data. In a move never ::;een wit.h 
interactive videodisc, the microcomputer and consumer electronic::; 
industries are promoting CD-hased delivery sy::;t.emH under the banner 
of "multimedia". The videoditic industry has never had the likes of Bill 
Gates, the $3 billion kid {chairman of Microsoft), or JameH Cana vino, 
the President of IBM Entry System::; DiviHion, or David Hou::ie, the 
President of the Microcomputer Components Division of Intel, or John 
Scully, CEO at. Apple, or Rod Canyon, CEO at Compaq Computers, 
proclaim that the fut.u1·e of any existing major industry is dependent. on 
videodi1:1c technology. They have made this ::;tat.emcnt about 
multimedia. 

At the same time that. the conHumer electronic::; industry i::i 
supporting CD-I, ::,;cveral companies in the microcomputer industry 
(including Int.el, IBM, and Microsoft) are supporting Digital Video 

Note: The highlighted text should have read: 
"there is always the tendency to overestimate the near 
term but yet underestimate the long term."
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Interactive lDVIl. DVI haH full-Hcreen, full mot.ion video righi. now a11d 
the CD-I companieH have shown what. its video will look like, although 
the decumpreHHion chips to be included in the player::-; .arc not yet 
available. Bot.h technologies will most likely benefit from international· 
standards that are being determined by the Motion Picture Expert::;· 
Group (MPEGJ. 

Because it. is derived from CD-I and a part of I.he audio plans for 
DVI, CD-ROM Extended Architecture (CD-ROM XAl ha:,; great 
potential as a transition technology. It can deliver large quant.itieH of 
digital data, 16 hours of audio, and lots of vi::;ual data; but. it does not. · 
have full screen,· ru11 mot.ion video. For t.hoHe application::; where· 
videodi::ic i::i already pre::ient, it iH a ::;imple·mat.ter to add CD-ROM XA 
drive::; to the upgrade plan::; of system developers. The Air Force 
Academy will be installing 35 CD-ROM XA units into halt' <>fits IVD 
workHtat.ions. 

Given the elm;::; of 80286-based machine::; into which they fall, I.he 
EIDS delivery systems have Home capability to move into the future, By 
definition, EIDS is a Level IV system and consequently can handle 
digit.al data on the videodisc and thus, theoretically,.does not heed the 
additional capability provided by XA. The difficulty, h()wever, is I.hat 
the::;e digital programming and data files are non-standard. Based on 
t.he concept. of open iirchit.ecture diHCUHl::led above, producing and u::;ing 
data and program files in the EIDS format. locks developer::; out of the 
masH marketplace, denying I.hem accesl::I t.o all .oft.he tools that will be 
produced to ::;upport. CD-I, DVI and CD-ROM XA. 

Summary 

To summarize, educatorn will have acceHH to powerful, int.eracl.ive 
technology int.he future. The exact form it. will take is not. known, but. 
we can safely say that it will be digital. We can ~11Hci ::><ifely conclude that 
some form of compact. diHC Will be preHent in the delivery .HyHl.em. 
Whether the con::;umer electronic::; people arc ::-;uccessful in put.ting a 
computer into t.he CD player or the computer people put a CD player into 
the computer, either way we are going to have multimedia c~1pab.ility. 
To arrive at t.hi::; conclw;ion only requires tha(. one lo()k at Ne1os1111•ek, 
Time, Business Week, and numerous other publication::; to Hee I.he new 
buzz word, "multimedia." Mult.imedii1 will give us, through the mass 
marketplace, capabilit.ie::; that. we could only dream about a few year::; 
ago. In fact, the computer companies are t.aking Hlep::; that l::lhow they 
feel their ::-;urvival might. well be dependent on how weUthey implement. 
multimedia. 

Why iH l hi,.,? The computer people are l'Onvinccd that multimedia 
iH going t:o help them sell computer::;, and this is a great motivation. 
There are 80 million or so microcomput.erH out there right. now, but thiH. 
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reprc:,;entH only a :w percent. penetration or the lotal potent ia( market. 
The captains of the microcomputer industry want. t.o Hell more. They 
want one on every deHk and in every home. However, to do that they 
muHt make the machine:-; eaHier to u::;e, a t.irnk they feel multimedia will 
help them accomplish. 

The conHumer elcct.ronicH induHtry wanl.::; l.o co11tinuc on the wave 
or itH HUCCe8S with CD-Audio. They feel like they've reached a plateau 
with this technology. But hy putting visual information, rull-screen, 
full-motion video, in interactive packages they will he ahle to get into 
c01rnumern' pocketbooks aH well. That is the bottom line. 

Whet.her it come::; through the com;umer electronic::; or 
microcomputer companies, one way or the other language educat.orH arc 
going to have the capability to do Home very exciting thingH. Making the 
software happen require::; i:iorne new ways to store and recall vii:iual and 
auditory information using digital systems. 

Another event in the very near future will be Htylus input or the 
ability to aclually recognize handwriting. The devices to be produced 
will be HO Hmall I.here will not. he room for a keyboard t.o t.ype on. 
ManufacturerH will produce these devices with sensitive screens for the 
:;;t.ylus to make selections, somewhat like a mou8e. 

Now a II of 1 his iH wonderful, hut. one cannot ignore the fact t.hat. all 
human::; have a basic resistance t.o change. People are basically 
conservative. Marshall MtLuhan Haid that, "Innovation to the holder::; 
of conventionul wi::;dom iH not. novelty, but. annihilation." 

Some language t.eachern think along theHe lines and are afraid 
that their johH are threatened. This i8 not so. As hardware and i:iotlware 
become more powerful, the job of teachers will change, but their services 
will he required into the foreseeable future. They will do things 
differently in the classroom, but they will still be teaching and HtudentH 
will still he learning. Tedlllology will he a new tool to be brought to bear 
on the teaching/learning proceHs. Experience at the Air Force Academy 
haH i:ihown that one of the higge8t challenges is teaching teachers how to 
do t.hingH in new ways. Hardware advai:ices will continue, as will 
advances in i:ioftware. A far greater challenge will he the political 
implication::; of helping teachers learn how to do their job differently, a 
challenge far greater than t.he technical ones. 
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